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Organised by North East Community Development Council (NECDC), 
ARTiculate @ North East is a platform for Social Service Agencies 
(SSAs) and their artists to showcase their talents and works.

North East CDC hopes to raise awareness of the various causes and 
provide an opportunity for the beneficiaries and artists to earn an 
income for themselves through the sale proceeds of their artworks.

This year, ARTiculate @ North East will be going online and the 
campaign will run for a month. There will also be a virtual event launch 
on 20th November, 8pm at North East Community Development 
Council’s Facebook page at www.fb.com/NECDC.

Support the beneficiaries and artists by making a purchase! You can 
browse and shop for the artwork at go.gov.sg/shoparticulate or scan 
the QR code on the right.

Organised by Supported by
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Initiated by Metta Welfare Association in 2007, Arts@Metta 
aims to equip Youths with different abilities with life skills that 
promote integration, independence and employment.

Our Programmes enable them to continue their mastery of visual 
arts in a creative and inclusive environment, paving avenues for 
self expression and personal development. We provide a safety 
net for these youths who are unable to seek open employment 
by leveraging on commissioned projects to help fund supported 
deployments, there empowering them with hope and dignity.

This concept of a self sustaining model enables us to be a prolific 
incubator of budding talent, while building a viable platform for 
the community to support artists with special needs.

www.metta.org.sg   |   T: 6580 4688   |   E: alumni@metta.org.sg

Fadhil
Fadhil has been training and working at Arts@Metta since 2016. A helpful 
and responsible trainee, he takes pride in his art pieces, and has crafted 
some of the finest and most exquisite pieces for Metta’s customers.

Namira
Namira has been training and working at Arts@Metta since 2016. A helpful 
and responsible trainee, she takes pride in her work and has made vast 
progress crafting some exquisite pieces in our studio.

Qiao Qi
Qiao Qi joined Arts@metta in 2010. She has since developed her own unique 
creative touch in both her batik painting and pottery artworks. Her bright 
personality is often reflected in her art pieces. Qiao Qi has a strong passion 
for dance as well!

Seah Chee Meng
Seah Chee Meng has been training and working at Arts@Metta since 2008 
producing batik painting and pottery art pieces. He is now one of the resident 
artist at Arts@Metta which has enabled him to lead an independent life and 
integrate into society.

Yan Min
Yan Min joined Arts@Metta in August 2020. She is always teeming with bright 
and vibrant illustrations, and is passionate about dance as well. In her free 
time, Yan Min enjoys drawing and experimenting with different forms of art.

Artists
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Love in Adversity
Choosing  to love even when it is difficult to 
understand – despite the setbacks that we may 
now face, the artist believes that love will eventually 
get us through tough times.

Qiao Qi
Batik Painting, with Frame
44 x 34 cm

 S$300

Code: AM1

Stay Strong
The different colors represent people from different 
backgrounds staying strong together as a nation to 
overcome the pandemic.

Seah Chee Meng
Colour Pencil on Paper, with Frame 
30 x 39 cm

 S$150

Code: AM2

Vibrance
Using vibrant colors, the artist hopes to inspire 
others to live life with a positive attitude.

Namira
Colour Pencil on Paper, with Frame 
30 x 39 cm

 S$150

Code: AM3
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Eyes on the Prize
To Fadhil, resilience means to keep climbing up the 
mountain even when there are obstacles.

Fadhil
Colour Pencil on Paper, with Frame 
30 x 39 cm

 S$150

Code: AM5

Hand in Hand
Providing a helping hand and a sincere heart, the 
artist wishes to portray the showing of care for 
others in times of need.

Fadhil
Colour Pencil on Paper, with Frame 
30 x 39 cm

 S$150

Code: AM6

Together
The different color blocks depict different 
communities coming together as a nation to help 
one another overcome hardship.

Yan Min
Colour Pencil on Paper, with Frame 
30 x 39 cm

 S$150

Code: AM4
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ArtSE is a social enterprise by Goshen Art Gallery that curates 
unique art experiences and workshops for kids and adults, 
including people with disabilities and special needs. We are 
a registered social enterprise with RaiSE and our founders are 
trained in art as a therapy for elderly and special needs.

Being recognised in the media as a Business for Good, we 
love to impart positive values and life lessons through art; to 
empower our learners with a new handy-skill and to sharpen 
their talents and abilities through art and craft regardless of 
their age and background.

www.artse.sg   |   T: 9112 4124   |   E: info@artse.sg

Aaron Yap
Aaron is the resident illustrator who loves telling tales through art with his 
little characters in their everyday lives.

Evelyn Zoe
Evelyn is inspired by her faith to create artwork that would reflect her 
thoughts as well as to serve as  encouragement to others. 

John Toh
John is a resident artist for ArtSE and helps out with art classes to groom the 
next generation of young artists especially those with similar passion like his.

Joshua Chong Kai En
Joshua is an artist with autism that sees beyond the fierce facade of a 
supposed monster. He also lives by the mantra of “seek first to understand”.

Kevin Lim
Kevin Lim has strong passion in drawing architectural buildings, cityscapes 
and skylines. Diagnosed with Autism and ADHD, Kevin started drawing at a 
young age and often spends several hours daily honing his drawing skills and 
sketching whatever captures his eyes.

Lee Wei Kong
Lee Wei Kong first took up painting after a bad traffic accident which he 
suffered from serious head injury. His works showcase the trials and triumphs 
in his life, and you might find some spiritual elements within his work.

Nicholas Eaw
Nicholas is a driven youth who does not allow his hearing impairment to 
affect his love for art.

Artists
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Our Home
The artist hopes to capture the vibrancy of the 
garden city’s community through the use of bright 
colors. Despite the difficult times, we will overcome 
this pandemic together.

Kevin Lim
Acrylic on Canvas  
41 x 51 cm

 S$550

Code: AS1

Fun at the Watermelon 
Playground
The large watermelon-themed playground doubles 
as a “land ship”, promising hours of fun with friends 
– a less common sight these days but definitely a 
possibility in the near future.

Aaron Yap
Acrylic on Canvas  
41 x 51 cm

 S$550

Code: AS2

Resolute
The Chinese term for “landscape” is made up of 
two characters meaning “mountains and water”. 
Mountains appear immovable – resolute and 
majestic. Much like our personal beliefs and values 
to help us overcome struggles and hardships. 

Lee Wei Kong
Chinese ink on Xuan paper, with Frame 
50 x 65 cm

 S$550

Code: AS3
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Calm Amidst the Swirling Sea
The warm hues in the sky against the cool tones 
in the swirling seas suggests that the moment of 
deliverance is at hand. One must be patient and 
have faith that eventually all will be well.

Evelyn Zoe
Oil Painting on Canvas   
76 x 103 cm

 S$980

Code: AS4

Soaring High
Representing freedom, inspiration and strength, 
the painting of the eagle hopes to also inspire, 
give strength and a sense of freedom to the buyer.

Evelyn Zoe
Oil Painting on Canvas   
46 x 91 cm

 S$980

Code: AS5

Aurora
The aurora being an ethereal wonder and 
iIlluminating across the dark sky, is a reminder 
that there is beauty if we look beyond the darkness.

Evelyn Zoe
Oil Painting on Canvas   
76 x 103 cm

 S$980

Code: AS6
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Preparing to Soar
The artist captures a realistic view of a 
bird of prey – signifying the pursuit of 
flight and rising above the difficult times.

Evelyn Zoe
Oil Painting on Canvas   
92 x 76 cm

 S$980

Code: AS7

Break the Chain
Breaking free from its bondage, the 
eagle paints a strong imagery of taking 
control and overcoming things holding 
one back.

Evelyn Zoe
Oil Painting on Canvas   
101 x 76 cm

 S$980

Code: AS8

In Between: Changing Times
Time and tide waits for no man. This quaint 
three-storey shophouse seems to be the 
final remaining relic of another time. It 
portrays the idea of how one is able to not 
lose its ‘flavor’ amidst  relentless change.

Nicholas Eaw
Watercolour on Paper, with Frame 
54 x 46 cm

 S$980

Code: AS9

Living on the Slope
The buildings here hold steady against 
the rather steep incline (gradient) of the 
land. In life, we also need to learn to 
adapt and  hold strong against various 
challenges or tribulations.

Nicholas Eaw
Watercolour on Paper, with Frame 
51 x 43 cm

 S$980

Code: AS10
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Timeless Charm
Old buildings have a timeless charm. This row of 
colonial era shophouses have been beautifully 
restored, for the younger generations to get to know 
their heritage and remember how our forefathers 
too had overcome their hardships to bring about 
a better future.

Nicholas Eaw
Oil Painting on Canvas, with Frame 
42 x 52 cm

 S$980

Code: AS12

Arab Street
This historic quarter is home to many memories 
through the centuries. Where old and new come 
together, they promise an exotic and immersive 
array of cultural experiences that transcend borders 
and difficult times.

Nicholas Eaw
Oil Painting on Canvas, with Frame 
50 x 62 cm

 S$980

Code: AS11
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The Maned Beauty
A symbol of courage and freedom, the painting of a 
galloping stallion wishes its buyer to have the same 
bravery to get past any difficulties faced. 

Joshua Chong Kai En
Colour Pencil on Paper. with Frame 
42 x 52 cm

 S$300

Code: AS13

Waterside Conversations
A walk along the riverfront promises quiet moments 
of tranquillity, where the mind wanders off and 
provides much needed peace and solitude to 
overcome any tough situations.

John Toh
Watercolour on Paper, with Frame 
52 x 42 cm

 S$550

Code: AS14
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Bizlink Centre is a non-profit organization with her mission to 
assist the needy disadvantaged community, particularly people 
with disabilities (PWDs) in the provision of employment through 
vocational training and sheltered employment. Employment 
enables our beneficiaries to achieve dignity, independence and 
integration into mainstream society.

Bizlink provides a sheltered workshop program and employment 
to a group of PWDs who cannot work in the open employment. 
An extension to Sheltered Workshop Program includes Bizlink’s 
Work Therapy Program and Day Activity Centre Program. Bizlink’s 
7 social enterprises offers sheltered employment to the other 
disadvantaged persons.

The profile of our beneficiaries includes individuals of all races 
and religions, from age 16 to 83 with disabilities ranging from 
sensory, intellectual, physical, learning to multiple disabilities. 
Inclusively, we have members of our community recovering from 
mental health illnesses, elderly with chronic illness, ex-offenders 
and the single parents. Totaling some 250 in our workforce.

www.bizlink.org.sg   |   T: 6449 5652   |   E: info@bizlink.org.sg

Artist Mohd Azrine Bin Ashari
From a young age, Azrine has been passionate about visual arts - trying his 
hand at drawing,  colouring and painting – it was a creative outlet for him. His 
paintings are inspired by what he sees in real life. By channelling his utmost 
attention to art, it helps him to overcome the challenges he faces.
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Fireworks
While we celebrated National Day in a novel way 
this year, the exuberance the event brought about 
was anything but scaled-down. I was particularly 
drawn to the fireworks as they are known for being 
loud and bold, where small bits of metal burst into 
magnificent sparks across the skyline. Similarly, 
COVID-19 has taught me that the human spirit is 
indomitable – we must continue to be bold and 
push through, and everyone has a part to play.

Acrylic Painting, with Frame 
30 x 40 cm

 S$300

Code: BZ1

Hari Raya Aidilfitri
Hari Raya was a stay-home family affair this year. 
However, thanks to the advancement of technology, 
we do not have to miss out on interactions with our 
extended family members. This period has taught 
me the importance of being resilient and creative. 
If we care about our loved ones, we would be able 
to find a way to keep in touch.

Acrylic Painting, with Frame 
30 x 40 cm

 S$300

Code: BZ2
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Serenity
With COVID-19 compelling us to stay indoors, I turned 
to art to be meaningfully engaged while at home. 
Art is very much like a calm and quiet conversation 
between the artist and the audience. This painting 
is a reflection of the vicinity I live in. Although there 
is less movement along the usually busy streets, it is 
still bustling with life. In fact, the trees have gotten 
greener and the air fresher. Perhaps one lesson this 
pandemic has taught us is that we have led lives that 
were too fast. Now, we need to learn how to slow 
down, to live in the moment.

Acrylic Painting, with Frame 
30 x 40 cm

 S$300

Code: BZ4

Cruising Through National Day 
The sail-past returned to the National Day celebrations 
after twenty years, and it was impossible to not be 
awed by our naval and maritime fleet. Water is 
fluid – it is calm on some days, and has large waves 
on others. This too should be our spirit during this 
difficult time – we should weather the storm with 
calmness and unity, as well as bold responsibility.

Acrylic Painting 
30 x 40 cm, with Frame

 S$300

Code: BZ3
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Club HEAL is a charity that promotes the healing and recovery 
of people with mental health challenges by inspiring Hope, 
Empowering lives, fostering Acceptance and spreading Love.

It has a vision of a stigma-free society that is conducive for 
healing and recovery. Services provided by Club HEAL include 
day rehabilitative services, home visits, public education, support 
groups, volunteer training and counselling.

Club HEAL aims to assist and empower persons with mental 
health issues to regain confidence in themselves and others in 
their journey towards community reintegration.

www.clubheal.org.sg   |   T: 6899 3463   |   E: info@clubheal.org.sg

Mahadi Bin Mafot
Mahadi learnt drawing and painting in Nhawfal’s art lessons at Bukit Batok 
East. He has been with Club HEAL for 3 years.

Mardiana Bte Othman
Mardiana has always loved drawing and painting by herself. She has been 
in Clubheal  for two months and she puts more drawing and painting skills 
through Nawfal’s art session.

Nur Shazana Bte Abdul Rahmat
Nur Shazana learnt drawing and painting in Nawfal’s art session. She has been with 
Club HEAL rehabilitation centre at Pasir Ris East for 2 years.

Yogeswaran
Yogeswaran has been in club heal for 3 years. He learnt drawing and painting 
during Nhawfal’s art sessions. What he remembers from Nhawfal is that during the 
session there is no wrong and no right, and from there, he is inspired to be creative.

Artists

A Quiet Place 
Club HEAL    

“A Quiet Place” is a representation of Mahadi’s ideal 
state of being. A big fan of the great outdoors, this 
portrait depicts a serene environment surrounded 
by the grandeur of nature – a portrayal of better 
things to come.

Mahadi Bin Mafot
Ballpoint Pen on Paper, with Frame
29.7 x 42 cm (A3)

 S$300

Code: CH1
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Snowy Desert at Twilight
To Mardiana, peace is best expressed as being 
calmly present while surrounded by greatness. The 
painting of a snowy desert – two starkly different 
climates have joined under the twilight; creating a 
beautiful interaction where the glorious sky meets 
the vast land.

Mardiana Bte Othman
Acrylic Paint on Colored Paper, with Frame 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: CH3

In the Midst of Tranquility
The artist shows her visual depiction of inner peace 
by the use of a sea of indigo and purple washed 
across the paper, two distinct yet similar colours 
blended together by gentle strokes of the brush.

Nur Shazana Bte Abdul Rahmat
Watercolor and Poster Color on Paper, with Frame 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: CH4

Mindful Drawing
What appears to be an ordinary still drawing of a 
ceramic vase is challenged by Yoges using his non-
dominant hand. This lateral approach to drawing 
re-introduced to Yoges simple movements that 
are often taken for granted – such as holding and 
moving a pencil. Through this, Yoges has learnt to 
be more intentional in observing the world around 
him as well as what is within him.

Yogeswaran
Oil Pastel on Paper, with Frame 
29.7 x 21 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: CH2
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Our Hands and Yours (Series of 5)
Using ceramics as a symbol of permanence in the presence of 
absence, our clients went through the process of leaving behind 
their handprints on a piece of soft clay which is then fired in a 
kiln, completing the notion of transcending temporality and 
allowing their handprints to be sempiternal.

5 Artists of Club HEAL
High Fired Glazed Ceramics 
Each at 18 x 15 x 2 cm

 S$150

Code: CH5
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Cerebral Palsy Alliance Singapore (CPAS) is a social service 
agency established in 1957. CPAS provides persons with 
cerebral palsy and multiple disabilities with early intervention, 
special education, rehabilitation services, day activity centre 
programmes as well as vocational training and gainful 
employment in Singapore.

Through active advocacy and the support of equal opportunities 
for all persons with cerebral palsy and multiple disabilities, CPAS 
hopes to empower these individuals by helping them realise 
their full potential and lead fulfilled, dignified lives. 

Driven by our core values of hope, empowerment, aspiration, 
respect and trust, the organisation is focused on delivering fully 
integrated programmes and services at the highest standards. 
At present, we serve over 700 clients ranging in age from a few 
months to 55 years old.

CPAS School (CPASS) is a double-session Special Education 
(SPED) school serving students with moderate to severe multiple 
disabilities. We offer the SPED Curriculum as recommended by 
the Ministry of Education. Through our mission of equipping 
our students with a holistic education to live meaningfully, learn 
continuously and work productively, they learn and develop in 
the following six domains:

- Social-Emotional
- Academic (Language & Numeracy)
- Daily Living
- Vocational
- Physical Education
- Arts

www.cpas.org.sg   |   T: 6585 5602   |   E: events@cpas.org.sg

CPAS School Special Arts CCA
Each art piece is painted by the students from the CPAS School Special Arts CCA 
which currently have 8 students with cerebral palsy and multiple disabilities.

Artists
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Rising Above The Waves
As the sail travels across the stormy waves, it passes 
between three stages, with each stage represented 
by a different shade of colour. The first shade, yellow, 
represents optimism – as the sail sets out, it is 
fueled with optimism; the second shade, orange, is 
the middle ground between the start and the end, 
signifying balance; the last shade, red, symbolises 
passion – at the end of one’s journey, you will be 
rewarded with your passion satisfied. 

Acrylic on Canvas 
30 x 41 cm

 S$300

Code: CP1

Space Exploration 
The shades of red, orange, and yellow come to mind 
when we think of colours that represent Resilience. 
Just as how the rocket navigates its way through 
space and meets with obstacles that challenge the 
will of its optimism and passion, we must learn to 
stay strong in the face of adversity. 

Acrylic on Canvas 
30 x 41 cm

 S$300

Code: CP2

Autumn Trees 
Losing a part of oneself does not necessarily mean 
loss; in the case of deciduous trees, it means growing 
stronger. As the light levels and temperatures drop 
in the autumn season, trees shed their leaves to 
conserve resources and protect the tree from being 
blown over in the windier winter months. 

Acrylic on Canvas 
30 x 41 cm

 S$300

Code: CP3
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The Camel
Camels are famously resilient creatures. They are 
known for their humps that store fat to tide them 
through scarce water and food; their thick lips allow 
them to consume plants that most other animals 
cannot; their flexible nostrils allow them to close 
their noses during sandstorms. 

Acrylic on Canvas 
30 x 41 cm

 S$300

Code: CP4

Bloom
Nothing depicts Resilience more aptly than a portrait of blooming 
flowers.

Acrylic on Canvas 
41 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: CP6

Pair of Deers
Having a pair of deers looking out for one another represents 
interdependence as they fend away potential predators hunting 
for them. Deers are cautious, adventurous and protective. Antlers 
serve as a form of protection against predators, and are shed 
and regrown each year to free them of the heavy weight as well 
as to allow them to grow an even stronger pair.

Acrylic on Canvas 
41 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: CP5
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Sharp Edges
Alone, each panel is plain and fragile. 
Together, they make up a colourful and 
dynamic pattern. 

Acrylic on Canvas 
41 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: CP7

Quad
The overlapping shapes form a tight 
structure and seeks to symbolise  
members of the community coming 
together in unity in the face of adversity.

Acrylic on Canvas 
41 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: CP8

Bullseye
Although each shape resembles one another, 
upon closer scrutiny, each one is subtly 
distinct. Similarly, society is made up of 
unique individuals who live in harmony. 

Acrylic on Canvas 
41 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: CP9

Chained Up
Each ring symbolises individual members 
of the community – we are all intimately 
connected to one another, and the strength 
of our community is only as strong as the 
connection between each ring. 

Acrylic on Canvas 
41 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: CP10
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Artist Ng Siang Hoi
Siang Hoi was born with hearing impairment at birth. He learned to paint at 
a very young age and enjoys painting local sceneries like markets, Singapore 
River, Merlion and old building structures. 

Friends of the Disabled Society (FDS) is a  non-profit organization 
that aims to meet the physical, social and emotional needs 
of the disabled, whom we call our Friends. Our Skills and 
Entrepreneurship Program is targeted at helping our Friends 
achieve a greater degree of independence by training them in 
practical skills. A component of our Skills and Entrepreneurship  
Program is the Art and Craft Development and Marketing Skills 
(ACDMS). This program not only taps on the creativity of our 
members, but also allows them to earn an income through the 
sale of their own products. Another earning opportunity for our 
members is that they can be trained to become instructors for Art 
& Craft classes. 

FDS also encourages its members to develop their entrepreneurial 
skills through selling their products at authorized public sales. 
Selling their own products, not only boosts their confidence but 
also allows them to lead self-sufficient lives. They also learn about 
retail assistance, thus giving them the confidence to possibly take 
up future jobs in the sales sector. 

Through our Skills and Entrepreneurship program, we engage 
our Friends in meaningful activities and encourage them to leave 
the comfort of their homes. They meet other disabled Friends 
and able-bodied persons, hence broadening their horizons. This 
program, hence helps them lead useful and meaningful lives and 
allows them to participate and contribute to the community.

www.fds.org.sg   |   T: 6251 1203   |   E: contact@fds.org.sg
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Playground
This is my impression of a playground designed for 
all ages and abilities, so that everyone can enjoy 
playing together as a community.

Acrylic on Canvas
25.5 x 25.5 cm

 S$300

Code: FD1

Chinatown
The hustle and bustle of Chinatown reminds me of 
the good old days when the great ambience was 
culminated with the liveliness and energy of the 
peddlers, shop owners and tradespeople. However, 
with the pandemic, more people are staying indoors. 
I hope that Chinatown will once again return to its 
vibrant times.

Acrylic on Canvas
25.5 x 25.5 cm

 S$300

Code: FD2
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Overcoming Pandemic
I did this painting to remind people that when 
everyone of us puts our hand together to work, we 
can fight Covid -19. Teamwork is the key to success.

Acrylic on Canvas
25.5 x 25.5 cm

 S$300

Code: FD3

Serenity
I am always amazed by the natural beauty around us. 
The magnificent trees, crystal-blue sea, melodious 
birds, and all the colourful flowers blooming around 
us are just all so mesmerizing. Even though I 
was born with hearing impairment, I still try to 
appreciate every waking moment. I hope everyone 
will remember to breathe in the fresh air and enjoy 
the beautiful view.

Acrylic on Canvas
25.5 x 25.5 cm

 S$300

Code: FD4
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Handicaps Welfare Association (HWA), was founded in 1969 by 
a group of 23 persons with disabilities to promote self-help and 
provide mutual support among the disabled in Singapore. HWA 
is an organisation run by people with disabilities, for people with 
disabilities. It was first registered as the Singapore Handicaps 
Friendship Club. It later became known as Singapore Association 
for the Disabled in 1975. In 1976, it adopted the present name – 
Handicaps Welfare Association. Currently, HWA supports the varied 
needs of its 2065 members and hundreds of beneficiaries especially 
the elderly with disabilities. HWA is a full member of National Council 
of Social Services (NCSS) and an Institution of a Public Character (IPC).

HWA provides a wide range of programmes and services for people 
with physical disabilities (PWDs) in the community, ranging from 
advocacy, welfare assistance, social integration, driving instruction 
for PWDs to dedicated transportation services. It also runs two 
Rehabilitation Centers (Whampoa & Jurong Point), and loans out 
mobility / assistive aids to members as well as the public. HWA 
provides Home Medical, Home Nursing, Home Therapy and Home 
Personal Care Services for people with disabilities and the elderly.

www.hwa.org.sg   |   T: 6254 3006   |   E: hwa@hwa.org.sg

Daisy Tay
Daisy Tay started painting at HWA’s art painting class 10 years ago. She enjoys 
oil painting with art theme of flowers, scenery and fruits. She prefers the 
freedom to paint as and when she likes, in a quiet environment that allows 
her to concentrate and work on one painting from start to finish.

Goh Nga-A
Mr Goh Nga-A started acrylic painting and watercolour painting with other 
beneficiaries at Handicaps Welfare Association 10 years ago. A man of few words, he 
believes that art can speak things that can’t always be expressed with words.

Koh Ah Moi
Koh Ah Moi started acrylic painting as a hobby in an art class conducted by 
the community centre more than 10 years ago. After which, she joined the art 
painting class organised by Handicaps Welfare Association. She enjoys landscape 
painting of sceneries such as mountains, trees, rivers, valleys and forests.

Soh Yew Lin, Eugene
Eugene began painting at a very young age but one serious spinal operation 
meant that a wheelchair would be needed for mobility for most of his teen 
and adult life. Eugene never felt that disabled meant unabled, and one can 
see and feel the beauty and romance in his artwork, especially those of the 
beautiful places from his treasured memories.

Tay Bee Lian
Whenever Bee Lian comes across pictures of paintings in magazines, she will visualise 
herself emulating their style as a way of encouraging herself to do better. She likes 
painting tranquil scenes of nature, bouquets as well as seascapes. She also paints for 
diversion and with the fun companionship of like-minded friends with disabilities.

Artists
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Garden by the Bay
Once a buzzing tourism spot has now been 
vacated due to Covid-19. However, with time and 
perseverance, we will soon be able to see the 
garden prosper again.

Tay Bee Lian
Oil Painting on Canvas
50 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW2

Cheerful Blossoms
May the seeds of doubt during this tough time help 
you grow and bloom to become strong, healthy 
and happy. 

Tay Bee Lian
Oil Painting on Canvas
75 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW1

Vibrant & Bold
Just like the peony flower which symbolises 
compassion and prosperity, together we can 
overcome any difficulties.

Goh Nga-A
Water Colour Painting on Xuan Paper 
20 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: HW3
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Scaling New Height
A brighter day will soon follow and we will emerge 
even more majestic and fly higher than before!

Soh Yew Lin, Eugene
Oil Painting on Canvas
50 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW5

Abstract —  
Autumn Delight
The dark clouds will fade and beauty will reign 
again — just believe and stay strong.

Soh Yew Lin, Eugene
Oil Painting on Canvas
50 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW6

Charging Forward
Despite our differences, everyone will be able to 
overcome the challenge that lies ahead, as long as 
we support one another.

Soh Yew Lin, Eugene
Oil Painting on Canvas
50 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW4
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Rhythm of Tranquility
Seasons change and storms do not last forever. 
Hoping for all to find inner peace to ride out the 
storms you may face and meet better days.

Soh Yew Lin, Eugene
Oil Painting on Canvas
50 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW7

Tranquility at Botanic Gardens  
at Dawn
Life sometimes is like a walk in the park and other 
times tumultuous. I hope that everyone will be 
able to find peace especially during the present 
time and to emerge stronger from it.

Daisy Tay
Oil Painting on Canvas
50 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW9

Tropical Delight
During a health crisis, it is important to ensure 
that one’s health is taken care of especially with 
the right delight.

Daisy Tay
Oil Painting on Canvas
50 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW8
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Pretty Flowers
Every beautiful flower was once a dull seed having to fight for water, 
light and space. But at the end of the day just like the beautiful 
flowers that came forth, we will learn to blossom and bloom 
collectively together.

Daisy Tay
Oil Painting on Canvas
75 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW10

Tranquility
Luscious trees growing amidst rocky terrain — with strong 
roots, no difficulty will be too hard to handle. 

Koh Ah Moi
Oil Painting on Canvas
75 x 60 cm

 S$550

Code: HW11
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About Singapore Association for Mental Health (SAMH) 
Established in 1968, the Singapore Association for Mental Health 
(SAMH) is a non-profit and non-government social service agency 
that provides a comprehensive range of mental health services, 
which include rehabilitative, outreach and creative services, to 
the community in Singapore. SAMH aims to reintegrate persons 
with mental health issues back into society through community-
based mental health programmes and services that provide 
rehabilitative care for these individuals, and support for their 
families and caregivers. With a vision to promote mental wellness 
for all, SAMH is committed to improve the lives of, and promote 
acceptance and respect for, persons with mental health issues and 
improve the mental resilience of the community. In 2018, SAMH 
celebrated its 50th anniversary where the Association pledged its 
commitment to step up efforts and address the growing challenge 
of mental health issues among the people, young and old. 

About SAMH Creative Services 
Arts, sports and the outdoors serve as outlets for healthy self-
expression. Through its two centres, SAMH Creative SAY! 
And SAMH Creative MINDSET Hub, SAMH organises creative 
programmes that deliver skill-based lessons to support the mental 
and emotional well-being of persons in recovery, as well as for the 
community at large. SAMH Creative SAY!, which stands for Sports, 
Arts and Youths, reinforces SAMH’s belief that youths should have 
a “SAY!” in their lives by helping to spark conversations, promote 
mental well-being and cultivate mental resilience among youths. 
SAMH Creative MINDSET Hub, located at Our Tampines Hub, offers 
programmes and activities that cater to all age groups.

www.samhealth.org.sg 
T: 6344 8451 (SAMH Creative MINDSET Hub)
E: creativemindsethub@samhealth.org.sg
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C
C has been attending sessions at SAMH YouthReach for more than a year. 
She enjoys art and uses it to express herself. She likes most art mediums and 
enjoys drawing mythical creatures and animals.

EK
EK participates in Youth Reach activities conducted by SAMH whenever she is 
available. EK enjoys baking and painting. She paints decorative inspirational 
posters for her Facebook page, My Father’s Love Gallery and paints almost 
daily there.

Jessie
Jessie is currently learning how to make art and is enjoying the process. She 
has been interested in art since a young age. Her favourite subjects, other 
than still life, are flowers, buildings and portraits of her family. Jessie hopes 
that her art can benefit people as much as possible. She hopes the artworks 
she is putting up can help the community through sales, which she is hoping 
to donate. She also wishes that the artworks can serve as a record during 
these troubling times.

Kevin Lim
Kevin has a strong passion in buildings, cityscapes and skylines. He holds a 
Diploma in Architecture. 

Most of his works depict various forms of detailed building landscapes. Some 
of his works were featured in an exhibition. Currently, he is also exploring 
other media such as oil pastels and acrylic paint.

R
R describes herself as a regular, quirky individual with not much of an art 
background. Initially, she didn’t even want to touch art and hearing about 
art classes brings her fear. However, last year she joined a support group 
conducted by SAMH Creative Services, it led her to begin loving the arts again. 

Now, R creates art in her free time and whenever she feels inspired.

Sabrina
Sabrina first started out drawing and learning painting to explore something 
different other than work and social media on her off days. She found drawing 
a hobby which suits her needs and it keeps her motivated in life.

Tan Choon Heng
Choon Heng has been creating art with SAMH Creative Services since 2011. 
Painting in the technique of pointillism brought him many benefits in his life: 
helping him to focus, to find a sense of purpose and to improve his overall 
sense of well-being.

Artists
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I took 6 months to complete some works and learnt different 
techniques like throwing and glazing. I enjoyed squeezing and 
shaping the clay and pressing it down on the wheel, stepping on 
the pedal, turning the wheel at different speeds and trimming 
the edges of the pieces. As we are constantly shaped and 
molded by sometimes tough situations, eventually a beautiful 
‘piece’ emerges.

Tutankhamun 

EK
Wheelthrown Stoneware
8.2 x 8.2 x 3.8 cm

 S$150

Code: SA1

Milky Way 2 

EK
Wheelthrown Stoneware
8.5 x 8.5 x 3.5 cm

 S$150

Code: SA3

Milky Way 1 
EK
Wheelthrown Stoneware
8.6 x 8.6 x 3.3 cm

 S$150

Code: SA2
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Saucy Trio 
EK
Stoneware
17 x 7 x 3 cm

 S$150

Code: SA6

Lovers in Spring 
(Orange Hues)   
EK
Stoneware
15.5 x 15.5 x 2 cm

 S$300

Code: SA4

Lovers in Spring 
(Pink Hues)  
EK
Stoneware
12 x 12 x 3.3 cm

 S$300

Code: SA5

Retro - (Hanging ornament) 
EK
Stoneware
12.5 x 13 x 5 cm

 S$150

Code: SA7

The works above made me happy because I sat beside a big window with a lot of light and breeze at the studio. During this time, I 
was losing strength in my limbs and was often falling over as I was walking. My hands also lost strength and I was doing things very 
slowly. I stopped working on the wheel and learnt to make other types of pottery with another teacher. I am proud of myself for 
making these beautiful pieces despite the difficulties I was facing.
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Melodious Solitude (Peach)  
Alternate piece of artwork available

The poem by Wang Wei talks about playing music in an empty 
bamboo forest in solitude, with no one but the musician enjoying 
the music.

The panda, moving quietly in misty bamboo forests also lives in 
solitude, eating bamboo most of the day and moving peacefully.  
I enjoyed drawing and painting the panda because it is chubby 
and cute and chewing on some bamboo. I look forward to going 
to the River Safari again to visit  Kai Kai and Jia Jia.

EK
Acrylic on Canvas 
46 x 35 cm

 S$300

Code: SA8

Bloom 
Alternate piece of artwork available

I felt bad about myself because people my age are in school and 
studying, not staying at home all day. I wondered if I could go 
back to school one day and if it would be too challenging and 
overwhelming. Thoughts of the future made me feel scared 
and overwhelmed. Hence I painted these flowers to help me 
cope with my anxiety.

EK
Acrylic on Canvas 
41 x 30 cm

 S$300

Code: SA9
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Crocodile
During the Circuit Breaker, when most of us were 
stuck at home, SAMH YouthReach arranged for our 
usual weekly activities to take place on Zoom. I have 
always enjoyed doing art and I think the weekly art 
sessions on Zoom really helped me get through the 
CB by providing me with the opportunity to express 
myself creatively through different mediums and 
giving me a sense accomplishment by the end of 
the session.

C
Paper Collage, with Frame 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA10

Circles
During the Circuit Breaker, when most of us were 
stuck at home, SAMH YouthReach arranged for our 
usual weekly activities to take place on Zoom. I have 
always enjoyed doing art and I think the weekly art 
sessions on Zoom really helped me get through the 
CB by providing me with the opportunity to express 
myself creatively through different mediums and 
giving me a sense accomplishment by the end of 
the session.

C
Paper Collage, with Frame 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA11

Navigating Towards a Bright Future
Under the dim moonlight, the ship courses through 
the sea slowly, swaying back and forth against the 
current as it sails in adversity. Using the ship’s journey 
as a metaphor of human resilience: Standing strong 
in the face of the Covid-19 pandemic, the artist 
wants to encourage people to have determination 
and perseverance to overcome all difficulties in 
order to navigate towards a bright future. This 
artwork is created using the technique of Pointillism, 
where each point of colour was dotted individually 
onto the canvas by hand. 

Tan Choon Heng
Acrylic on Canvas 
30 x 40 cm

 S$380

Code: SA12
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Gladiolus
The centre flower is like the core while the other 
two flowers are the support. I was thinking of 
individuals with mental health and that sometimes, 
with the right support, they can shine brilliantly. The 
decorations around the main flower are like other 
small supports that the main flower receives. To me, 
the flower itself has already bloomed nicely but it 
is just that with the various decorations around it, 
it makes the flower shines even more. 

R
Soft Pastel on Paper, with Frame 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA14

Nasturtium
That it’s only a flower reminds me how alone it can 
be sometimes, when battling something invisible. I 
used to think that I am broken beyond broken but 
I guess that as long as there is a small light within 
me that doesn’t give up, I am not totally broken yet. 
Someone once told me, a problem arises somewhere 
glamorous, but its solution is found in a thornbush. A 
flower that has grown in the elements, overcoming 
the wind and rain, will last a long time and have a 
strong fragrance. I don’t hope to last a long time but 
I hope that I can at least make a positive impact to 
as many people as I can in this lifetime. 

R
Soft Pastel on Paper, with Frame 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA15

Ipomen Scarlet
Somehow the first thing that caught people eyes 
for this artwork is not the flower but the leaves. It is 
probably because it is striking. Yet if we see carefully, 
we can realise that the flowers are so intricately 
made. A reminder that we are all beautiful. 

R
Soft Pastel on Paper, with Frame 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA13
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HDB In Singapore
We often see people for their outer appearance and 
envied their achievements. But we are all successful 
in our own ways as long as we persevere.   

Sabrina
Pen on Paper, with Frame
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA17

HDB - The neighbourhood
Wanted to pass my time after work so I drew the 
neighbourhood HDB flats. I felt more calm and 
relaxed and also accomplished after finishing this 
picture with many details. The picture shows my 
community and I believe we will all overcome the 
challenges we face.   

Sabrina
Pen on Paper, with Frame
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA18

A place for healing
This is a place to relax and catch my breath. It is a 
calming  place to be in and helps me overcome my 
thoughts and anxiety.  

Sabrina
Acrylic on Canvas
29.7 x 42 cm (A3)

 S$300

Code: SA16
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Perspective View of 
Fullerton Hotel
Drawing this iconic building reminds me of my 
drafting architectural course. This drawing has a lot 
of details and intricate lines. I like making intricate 
line drawings as it helps me to focus and find peace 
even during stressful times. 

Kevin Lim
Pen on Paper 
21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA19

Romantic Naturescape
This painting depicts a moment where there is movement of 
sand, water and sky. The blossom of colourful flowers blends with 
the naturescape. It is a very peaceful and pleasant environment 
where people can relax and meditate especially if facing problems 
they cannot solve immediately.

Kevin Lim
Acrylic on Canvas 
42 x 29.7 cm (A3)

 S$300

Code: SA21

Adorable Realistic Squirrel
A side view of a squirrel with pencil shadings with strokes. It is a 
cute and lovely squirrel munching and biting an acorn happily. I like 
rendering the light and shadow parts in this drawing. This reminds 
me of how light co-exists with darkness; and that even during 
the darkest of times, there will be light as long as we persevere.

Kevin Lim
Pen on Paper 
29.7 x 21 cm (A4)

 S$150

Code: SA20
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Keep Yourself Safe! (Series of 2)
This artwork was done with Covid-19 in mind. I was thinking 
about creating a ‘time capsule’ for our experiences during Circuit 
Breaker. The onion is also good for the immune system. It helps 
us fight against Covid-19!

Fruits and Vegetables (Series of 4)
Food that is good for the body, especially during the pandemic.

Jessie
Chalk Pastel on Paper, with Frame 
Each artwork at 21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$550

Code: SA22

Jessie
Coloured Pencil on Paper, with Frame 
Each artwork at 21 x 29.7 cm (A4)

 S$300

Code: SA23
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15 NOV − 31 DEC 2020

The Singapore Cheshire Home was founded in 1957 with the 
aim to provide a “home” for the care of the severely physically 
disabled having no or limited means and whose families, if any, 
are unable to provide adequate care.

Today the Singapore Cheshire Home runs a Residential Home 
with a capacity for 90 residents who suffer mainly from muscular 
dystrophy/atrophy, spastic, cerebral palsy, deformities, spinal/
head injuries etc. They receive nursing care, physiotherapy and 
occupational therapy, handicraft, computer practices as well as 
social and recreational activities.

We also manage a Day Care Centre for the rehabilitation and 
care of a daily average of 20 non-residential physically disabled 
clients. Majority of them suffer from cerebral palsy, spinal cord 
injury, stroke, head injury, muscular dystrophy etc. We encourage 
and enable these physically disabled clients to achieve, through, 
rehabilitation, their maximum independence so that they may 
enjoy happier and as near-normal lives as possible within the 
community. Services provided to the clients include occupational 
therapy, physiotherapy, training in daily living skills, arts and 
crafts, creative as well as social and recreational activities.

www.cheshirehome.org.sg  |   T: 6284 0966 
E: enquiries@cheshirehome.org.sg

Artists Han Kwan Heng, Katherine
Katherine enjoys painting as she can express her emotions and feelings 
without words. She is best known for her paintings of flowers or even nature 
like forest.

Ng Siew Lian
Siew Lian is creative in painting related to watercolour. She is an independent 
resident keen in painting new art pieces and had produced beautiful paintings. 
This time round she’s using her skills to perform crepe paper design.

Salfura Binte Alias
Salfura loves to do diamond paintings, she would be able to perform any 
tasks or arts like Crepe Paper Design when it was passed to her hands.

Toh Chiew Fern, Phoebe
Phoebe is passionate about the arts and handicraft given to her, and she will 
do it with her heart to ensure the completion of the art piece. 
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Forest Mist   
I drew a picture of a forest with a small river as it 
is a reminder to ourselves that whenever we lose 
our way like we do sometimes when navigating in 
a vast forest, to not give up and press on to find 
our way out.

Han Kwan Heng, Katherine
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
38.5 x 31 cm

 S$300

Code: SC1

Rabbit in the Nature    
I decided to do crepe paper art of a rabbit as I 
love animals. The lone rabbit which is surviving in 
nature on its own, represents independence and 
resilience which we can learn from especially during 
this pandemic period.

Ng Siew Lian
Crepe Paper Design, with Frame
30 x 40 cm

 S$300

Code: SC2
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Tree of Unity    
I have put the crepe papers together to symbolise the tree can 
do more beside giving shelter, it also shows families in Singapore 
are like branches growing on a tree and all of us have different 
ways of living but we should always remember the root which 
is “SG United, Growing Strong together as a nation”.

Salfura Binte Alias
Crepe Paper Design, with Frame
30 x 40 cm

 S$300

Code: SC3

Apple of the Eye    
There is a saying of “An Apple a day keeps the doctor away”. To 
stay healthy by having fruit so that we can fight any bacteria in 
our body. I have created the Apple Crepe Paper design so as to 
remind everyone to stay healthy.

Toh Chiew Fern, Phoebe
Crepe Paper Design, with Frame
30 x 40 cm

 S$300

Code: SC4
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Since 1992, TOUCH Community Services has served people 
of all ages, races and religions to see sustainable change and 
transformation in their lives. It believes in the worth and 
potential of every child, youth at-risk, family in need, senior and 
person with special or healthcare needs to grow, participate 
and contribute in the community. The heartbeat of TOUCH 
is to activate potential, build independence, connect people 
and deliver impact by developing sustainable solutions in society.

Our special artists are adults with mild to moderate intellectual 
disabilities from TOUCH Special Needs Group. They attend visual 
art programmes at TOUCH SpecialCrafts, where their talents 
and skills in the craft are further developed through training and 
exposure to different artforms. Our artists are taught to express 
themselves through art and develop their own distinctive styles 
across various mediums. JOURNEY’s special artists produce works 
of commercial value, ranging from ceramic products to paintings 
and printed products.

www.touch.org.sg   |   T: 6377 0122   |   E: tcs@touch.org.sg

Cheng Chiang Yong
As an artist, Chiang Yong has his own unique way of interpreting a subject, 
and has created many artworks of the Vanda Miss Joaquim with his eye for 
beauty. His skill in stencilling is exceptional, being proficient in executing ac-
curate and bold brush movements with the right amount of paint. Those who 
know Chiang Yong personally, have likened him to a big, friendly giant. While 
Chiang Yong is a lively person who proudly shares his enthusiasm for his art, 
he also has his quiet moments, especially when indulging in his hobbies of 
word searches, writing and drawing.

Chen Zhiyu
Zhiyu loves dinosaurs and enjoys reading about them in his free time. He 
also used to be very reserved and found it challenging to start a conversation 
with others. Art has given Zhiyu more confidence in life. He is no longer the 
reserved person he once was and is now able to give a brief introduction 
about himself. Zhiyu also creates art works that carry his unique perspective 
of life, such as iconic playgrounds in Singapore.

Emily Chua
Emily loves animals, especially cats. Felines hold a special appeal for her, 
as she finds the animals graceful and mysterious. Emily also enjoys creating 
art. It is a good platform for her to express her feelings and perspective to 
a wider audience. Being exposed to different artforms has helped Emily 
develop a better appreciation for the use of colours in her art. She hopes 
that her paintings can make people happy.

Artists
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Grace Lim
Grace used to be quiet but through her growing love for art, she has grown 
to express herself more to her friends and family. In her free time, Grace likes 
to window shop.  As a budding artist, Grace has been given opportunities to 
hone her artistic skills under the tutelage of local artists and art professionals. 
Her style includes vivid, fluid brushstrokes with acrylic paint, a reflection of 
her creativity and passion in expressing herself through her art.

Natalie Yap
Natalie may be a shy and quiet girl, but she isn’t afraid to express her likes 
and dislikes to the people around her. Her hobbies include baking, playing 
computer games at home and going on outings with her friends on weekdays. 
A huge foodie, Natalie loves spicy food, with her favourite dish being Nasi 
Lemak.  As an artist, the theme of circles and ovals are a hallmark of Natalie’s 
work due to her fascination with the round shapes.

Say Kim Han
Kim Han enjoys jogging near the vicinity of his home, where there’s a fitness 
corner for him to exercise at. As he jogs around the area, he would think 
of his favourite Singaporean landmarks, such as the Singapore river cruise, 
Marina Bay Sands and Raffles City. In fact, the city life in Singapore is a source 
of fascination for the artist. Kim Han loves sketching the various buildings 
around him, of which Changi Airport is his favourite. He excels in sketching 
out the intricate details in his artwork, reflecting the methodical way that 
Kim Han thinks.

Shennie Yang
Shennie’s love for family and close ties with her siblings and parents are often 
the inspiration for her art. As an artist, Shennie is drawn to cute animals and 
nature, and enjoys drawing hamsters and flowers. She also loves creating her 
own art patterns using the alphabets in her name.

Shoban Pillai
Shoban is an avid movie buff, often looking out for the latest blockbusters at 
his local theatre. His favourite movies are ‘Star Wars’ and ‘the Avengers’, both 
of which resonate with his view of strong heroes triumphing over evil villains.  
Beside movies, he enjoys doing sports, especially swimming.

As an artist, he draws his inspiration for his paintings from his love of animals, 
flowers, mountains and lakes.

Wong Jun Quan
Jun Quan is a huge movie and television series buff. He loves watching action 
films, especially if they are kung-fu related. Passionate about art, Jun Quan 
would sketch in his free time, practicing his craft before going to bed every 
day. Jun Quan also has an interest in technology and enjoys drawing IT-
related memorabilia such as computers and smartphones, including them 
in his artwork.

Artists
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Istana     
When special needs artiste Zhiyu attended The 
Istana 150 Commemorative Event in 2019 and 
met Mdm President Halimah Yacob, he was blown 
away by the majesty of The Istana. The details of 
the iconic columns on the second storey proved to 
be a challenge, but with grit and determination, 
Zhiyu persevered for a whopping 26 hours in total 
to complete his painting of Singapore’s iconic 
landmark – right down to the intricate Vanda Miss 
Joaquim orchids that adorn the front lawn. Zhiyu’s 
perseverance is reminiscent of this year’s National 
Day theme – Together, A Stronger Singapore – where 
we celebrate the strength of our people as one 
nation during these tumultuous times.

Chen Zhiyu
Acrylic Painting, with Frame (Reproduction work)
24 x 33 cm

 S$150

Code: TC1

Framed Family Impact     
Just as a photo captures a person’s treasured 
memories, Shennie’s painting reveals what she 
cherishes most; her family.  The vivid and warm 
tones of the painting depict the feelings of comfort 
and joy of close family ties and bonds. The piece 
is part of a larger series, POSITIVE IMPACT, that 
offers a glimpse into the experiences of people with 
intellectual disabilities through their art.

Shennie Yang
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
54 x 42 cm

 S$300

Code: TC2
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Shoban Pillai
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC3

Shoban Pillai
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC4

Grace Lim
Acrylic Painting
32 x 45 cm, with Frame

 S$150

Code: TC5

Harmony Painting

Our diverse team of special needs artists come from different races and religions, but are united in their love for each other, for their 
families and for Singapore.

Our artists not only embrace but celebrate these differences, and individuals depicted in this collection of nine paintings link hands to 
represent bridging differences across race and religions.

The vibrant colours beautifully portrays how a multi-racial society enriches our lives; cultivating a harmonious society in Singapore where 
we come together as a melting pot of cultures supporting one another during tough times.
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Harmony Painting

Our diverse team of special needs artists come from different races and religions, but are united in their love for each other, for their 
families and for Singapore.

Our artists not only embrace but celebrate these differences, and individuals depicted in this collection of nine paintings link hands to 
represent bridging differences across race and religions.

The vibrant colours beautifully portrays how a multi-racial society enriches our lives; cultivating a harmonious society in Singapore where 
we come together as a melting pot of cultures supporting one another during tough times.

Wong Jun Quan
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC8

Natalie Yap
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC6

Natalie Yap
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC7
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Say Kim Han
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC9

Emily Chua
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC11

Cheng Chiang Yong
Acrylic Painting, with Frame
32 x 45 cm

 S$150

Code: TC10

Harmony Painting

Our diverse team of special needs artists come from different races and religions, but are united in their love for each other, for their 
families and for Singapore.

Our artists not only embrace but celebrate these differences, and individuals depicted in this collection of nine paintings link hands to 
represent bridging differences across race and religions.

The vibrant colours beautifully portrays how a multi-racial society enriches our lives; cultivating a harmonious society in Singapore where 
we come together as a melting pot of cultures supporting one another during tough times.
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC12

Chua Wei Xin

Fan Choy Yin Gary Chong Yi Xuan

Tan Yan Yang
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC13

Inn Fong

Timothy Wong Jun Quan

Ong Pep Cheng
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC14

Vinncent Leow

Jina Lai Joyceln Quek

Regina Shen
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC15

Siew Fong

Grace Lim Ng Jie Qi

Eugene Lim
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC16

Annie Teo

Cheng Chiang Yong Goh Kay Huat

Jermyn Koh
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC17

Chua Yi Ting

Huey Ting Loh Wei Jie

Eric Lee Zhiqing
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC18

Esther Lim Mei Hwa

Monica Tan Hui Jian Cheong Wai Fong

Yufira
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC19

Oh Su-Lin

Yu Xuan Hee Wan Po

Johannezan
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC20

Chew Mei Hui

Jocelyn Kong Tham Kok Joo

Lim Chin Ren
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC21

Philip Wong

Shoban G Pillai Mark Tam

Say Kim Han
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC22

Emily Chua Xin Ying

Marcus Kee Felicia Rusli

Koh Weiliang Jeremy
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Stretched Canvas (Series of 4)
What happens when we are stretched beyond limits? Our special needs artists find out for themselves in this experimental hands-
on lesson. The artists stretched thick rubber bands and stockings over canvas frames, and observed how these materials are able 
to withstand immense tension and stress. 

Likewise, our artists likened being stretched to personal growth – from learning how to manage their emotions, forming bonds 
with loved ones, or even finding the courage to participate in this experiment, this set of abstract artwork truly exemplifies their 
journey to better themselves. Our artistes learned that holding on and being resilient will help them blossom in the face of adversity.

Stocking over Canvas, with Frame
Each artwork at 28 x 28 cm

 S$550

Code: TC23

Joshua Chan

Chen Hui Qun Javier Teo

Max David
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Vincent Seet
Vincent Seet, a self-taught artist and a two-time stroke survivor, conversant 
with different styles of art ranging from acrylic on canvas to used coffee 
grounds painting.

He left the education industry as an Economics lecturer and started his journey 
as an artist with nature/wildlife themes to create awareness of environmental 
protection, providing help and motivating the less fortunate in society. 

Artist

Harmony & Prosperity     
A diversity of wildlife in Singapore are seen living 
in harmony and peace against the cityscape. 
The power of Unity as One within a society is an 
important element to enable one to bounce back 
to life after facing any adversity. The presence of 
peace and harmony in our environment allows us 
to become more resilient when facing difficulties 
knowing that help, support, and care are always 
there for us.

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 S$550

Code: VS1

Rainbow of Hope     
The famous Otters and family have been spotted 
visiting many of our places of interest in Singapore 
and adapting to different environmental conditions. 

Through embracing changes, one will be able to 
bounce back from any setback, face any adversity, 
and welcome opportunity whenever it knocks on 
our door. In this way, we will be able to find the 
rainbow and ride it.

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 S$550

Code: VS2
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Love for the Next Generation     
Due to human development and climate change, 
many breeding grounds for turtles have been 
destroyed over the decades. 

However, nature continues to adapt and display 
resilience in the face of adversity. This painting 
was inspired by the critically endangered Hawksbill 
Turtle laying eggs at East Coast Park, in May 2020. 

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 S$550

Code: VS3

The First Step     
Two squirrels are setting off to climb up the Common 
Pulai, one of the Heritage Trees in Singapore as well 
as one of the tallest trees in Pulau Ubin.

Every new journey begins with the first step. The 
destination may be far from reach at first but we must 
always remember that every step, no matter how 
small it may be, will help us reach our eventual goal.

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 S$550

Code: VS4

Serenity & Tranquility World     
A couple of otters on a tree at the old kelong house 
in Pulau Ubin.

Otters are able to adapt and survive in new 
environments if necessary. Besides running and 
swimming, otters can also climb trees which are 
little known to many people. 

This painting shows otters on a tree and in a different 
environment, showing how one can overcome any 
adversity situation if one has the resilience by being 
adaptive in life.

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 S$550

Code: VS5
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Unconditional Motherly Love     
A Sunda Flying Lemur mother and son on a tree 
at the beautiful view of the quarry at Bukit Batok 
Nature Reserve.

The Sunda flying lemur glides as she leaps among 
trees. After a 60-day gestation period, a single 
offspring is carried on the mother’s abdomen 
held by a large skin membrane. The power of 
mother’s (parents) love in the face of any adversity 
is displayed.

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 S$550

Code: VS6

The Power of Love     
Two lovely Pink Necked Green Pigeon flying at the 
Spiral Staircase of underground crossing at Fort 
Canning Park.

For one to be able to overcome difficulties, the 
encouragement and support from the loved ones 
becomes the invisible force in helping one overcome 
any adversity situation.

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 S$550

Code: VS7

Wings of Transformation     
This painting illustrates the life transformation of 
the Singapore National Butterfly, the Common Rose 
from a caterpillar to a beautiful butterfly. 

Once at the cocoon stage, the caterpillar must 
emerge out of its comfort zone before transforming 
into a full butterfly. Any short cut to assist this 
process will cause the wing to be too weak to fly.

Acrylic on Canvas
36 x 46 cm

 S$300

Code: VS8
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Music of Love     
The Painted Jezebel and Peacock Pansy butterfly 
taking shelter under the mushroom from the rain.

When faced with any adversity in life, it is important 
to be able to re-study the situation before making 
the next move in life. At times, one has to stop 
to regroup and understand our current situation 
before finding an alternate path to overcome the 
present crisis.

Acrylic on Canvas
36 x 46 cm

 S$300

Code: VS9

Holding our Dreams & Goals     
Colourful dragonflies holding onto Lalang grass 
against the strong wind with the Punggol Promenade 
Nature Park facing Coney Island, as the setting.

The painting emphasizes the need to hold our stand 
and belief in ourselves when faced with strong 
devastating changes in life. There is no permanent 
storm as every storm will eventually be over.

Acrylic on Canvas
36 x 46 cm

 S$300

Code: VS10

Perseverance     
This painting is inspired by a children’s folk song, 
“The Snail and the Yellow Oriole”where the lyrics 
is about a snail carrying her heavy shell climbing a 
grape tree while being teased by 2 orioles.

This painting illustrates the snail’s perseverance 
and determination to overcome challenges. We 
are reminded of the need for resilience to push 
ourselves regardless of our starting points in life.

Acrylic on Canvas
36 x 46 cm

 S$300

Code: VS11
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Ar tworks 
for L i v e Auc t i on

Bid for a meaningful cause

20th November 2020, 8pm
at North East Community Development Council’s

Facebook Page at www.fb.com/NECDC
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Fireworks 
Cerebral Palsy Alliance Singapore (CPAS)    

Setting off fireworks is a complex and tricky process. Not only 
are there many steps, each step is intricately connected – one 
little mistake can ruin the entire result. Much like setting off 
fireworks, our lives are also delicately interconnected – remember 
to appreciate the beauty that is created when everything works 
in harmony.

CPAS School Special Arts CCA
Each art piece is painted by the students from the CPAS School 
Special Arts CCA which currently have 8 students with cerebral 
palsy and multiple disabilities.

Acrylic on Canvas
41 x 30 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$500

Code: A1

Dancing Silhouettes 
Club HEAL    

For “Dancing Silhouettes”, the element of chance is a crucial 
creative strategy employed in creating this painting. And it 
evokes a great sense of freedom while we let go of the future. 
At the end of the process, what greets me were two abstracted 
figures, twirling in the state of evanescence. It reminds us that 
challenges are always there, but we will learn to cope with it 
along the way.

Salim
Salim has been with Club HEAL rehabilitation centre at Bukit 
Batok East for the past 2 and a half years. He attends Nhawfal’s 
art lessons every Monday and enjoys all that he has learnt.

Acrylic on Paper, with Frame
42 x 29.7 cm (A3)

 Starting Bid Price: S$400

Code: A2
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Tempest 
ArtSE

This painting depicts a scene of unrestrained fury, 
waves lashing out against everything in their path. 
But eventually bringing about a calm and beautiful 
seascape. 

Evelyn Zoe
Evelyn is inspired by her faith to create artwork that 
would reflect her thoughts as well as to serve as  
encouragement to others.

Oil Painting on Canvas
61 x 76 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$600

Code: A3

Waterfall Creed 
Handicaps Welfare Association (HWA)    

Nature has a way to prosper on their own – something 
we can learn especially during this time. To reflect 
and change in order to come back better than before. 

Koh Ah Moi
Koh Ah Moi started acrylic painting as a hobby in an art 
class conducted by the community centre more than 
10 years ago. After which, she joins the art painting 
class organised by Handicaps Welfare Association. She 
enjoys landscape painting depicting natural scenery 
such as mountains, trees, river, valley and forest.

Oil Painting on Canvas
61 x 77 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$600

Code: A4

Mountain with Lake 
The Singapore Cheshire Home    

I always love drawing mountains as it gives us a 
satisfying feeling especially for people with physical 
disabilities who would like to climb the mountain if 
given the opportunity. I have painted a mountain 
with lake as it always motivates people who love 
climbing mountains to overcome any challenges and 
enjoy the view of the lake after reaching the top.

Eileen Tay Soh Choon
Eileen is always enthusiastic in painting building, 
waterfall even though she needs a special device 
to assist in her paintings.

Acrylic Painting, with Frame
29.5 x 40 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$400

Code: A5
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House Garden 
Bethesda Community Assistance and Relationship Enrichment Centre (BCARE)    

The unprecedented pandemic especially during the circuit breaker period kept me at home. The ‘break’ allowed me to appreciate 
the little joys in life such as the view of my garden. I enjoyed viewing my garden and seeing how the plants, trees and flowers 
bloom and bear fruit. Everyone has a part to play to keep the pandemic at bay!

Serene Sng Wan Yan (BCARE)
Serene Sng is passionate for the arts and has creative hands.  In particular, she enjoys singing, sketching and painting in 
her leisure time.  Creating masterpieces brings that sense of fulfilment and great pleasure to her.  Serene finds delving 
in arts therapeutic and helpful in her journey towards mental health recovery.

Watercolour Painting, with Frame
30 x 43 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$400

Code: A6

Bethesda Community Assistance and Relationship Enrichment 
Centre (BCARE) is a social service agency registered with the 
Registry of Societies in 1996 and as a charity under the Charities 
Act and a member of the National Council of Social Services since 
2002. BCARE was conferred IPC (Institute of Public Character) 
status by the Commissioner of Charities in 2007.

BCARE provides an extensive range of programmes and services 
for the individual person as well as families in the community. In 
addition, we have also established a niche in the mental health 
sector through our programmes catered specially for people with 
mental health issues.

www.bcare.org.sg   |   T: 6340 4161   |   E: admin@bcare.org.sg
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Reminiscence 
Friends of the Disabled Society (FDS)    

This picture has been stuck in my mind since the last time I visited this old village many years ago. I saw a lady standing on 
the porch gazing out peacefully, indulging in the silence and tranquility that engulfed her. I really envied her in that moment, 
because silence is everything I have been experiencing since I was born – being surrounded by silence is not something I am 
able to purposefully enjoy. What a contrast it is between our lives!

Ng Siang Hoi
Siang Hoi was born with hearing impairment at birth. He learned to paint at a very young age and enjoys painting local 
sceneries like markets, Singapore River, Merlion and old building structures.

Acrylic on Canvas
36 x 45 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$600

Code: A7
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A New Beginning Collection – Framed Satin Scarf  
TOUCH Community Services     

The journey has just begun. A new beginning brings with it fresh perspectives, hope, and endless possibilities. A 
collective masterpiece by 12 artists with special needs. A New Beginning features a tasteful melange of abstract 
brushstrokes – an interpretation of silhouettes inspired by Singapore’s lush gardens.

Cheng Chiang Yong, Fan Choy Yin, Gary Chong, Joyceln Quek, Loh Wei Jie, Lynnette Tan, Philip Wong, 
Say Kim Han, Shennie Yang, Shoban Pillai, Toh Hui Ping and Wong Jun Quan
Our special artists are adults with mild to moderate intellectual disabilities from TOUCH Special Needs Group. They 
attend visual art programmes at TOUCH SpecialCrafts, where their talents and skills in the craft are further developed 
through training and exposure to different artforms. Our artists are taught to express themselves through art and 
develop their own distinctive styles across various mediums. JOURNEY’s special artists produce works of commercial 
value, ranging from ceramic products to paintings and printed products.

Correction Fluid on Black Paper, with Frame
105 x 105 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$800

Code: A8
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Starstruck in SG (Triptych) 
Singapore Association for Mental Health (SAMH)     

During the Circuit Breaker, the three towers of Marina Bay Sands lit up the Singapore waterfront when it was in darkness everywhere. 
This reminded me that Singapore has to stand together and help one another weather this storm. Van Gogh also lived in darkness 
but continued to be resilient, painting many paintings even when he had to stay in a mental asylum. Hence, I wanted to put 2 icons 
of resilience together in my art.

EK
EK participates in Youth Reach activities conducted by SAMH whenever she is available. EK enjoys baking and painting. She paints 
decorative inspirational posters for her Facebook page, My Father’s Love Gallery and paints almost daily there.

Acrylic on Canvas
35.5 x 25.5 cm x 3 pcs

 Starting Bid Price: S$800

Code: A9

A Heart of Love 
Arts@Metta    

Resilience is best displayed when we care for one 
another. By caring, which is portrayed with a heart 
in the painting, life flourishes.

Seah Chee Meng
Seah Chee Meng has been training and working at 
Arts@Metta since 2008 producing batik painting 
and pottery art pieces. He is now one of the resident 
artist at Arts@Metta which has enabled him to lead 
an independent life and integrate into society.

Batik Painting, with Frame
34 x 44 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$400

Code: A10
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PRESENT    

The arrival of the pandemic momentarily ceased 
the hustle and bustle of city life. With its silence 
came perhaps a form of solace that we’ve never 
had the luxury of experiencing before. A reminder 
for us to take a break and enjoy the company of 
family and friends as well as nature that we often 
forget exists in this busy garden city. 

Crystal Tay
Crystal was diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
as a young child. However, this has not stopped her 
from living her life to the fullest.

From a young age, Crystal displayed great interest in 
drawing. What started with stick drawings progressed 
to 2D drawings; now, she has even moved on to 
experimenting with digital medium.

Digital Artwork
84 x 61 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$800

Code: A12

National Day 2020 
Bizlink Centre    

I was in awe as I watched the state flag being flown 
across the sky today. While we have all experienced 
a different National Day this year in our own ways, 
I believe the sense of pride and love we have for 
our country is universal to help us overcome the 
tough times together.

Mohd Azrine Ashari
From a young age, Azrine has been passionate about 
visual arts – trying his hand at drawing,  colouring 
and painting – it was a creative outlet for him. His 
paintings are inspired by what he sees in real life. 
By channelling his utmost attention to art, it helps 
him to overcome the challenges he faces.

Acrylic Painting, with Frame
30 x 41 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$400

Code: A11
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Brightening Path    

Fireflies lighting up Mangrove forest at Pasir Ris Park with the Super Pink Moon in the background. A single firefly 
may not have the capability to light up a forest. But when we have a swarm of fireflies, we can brighten the entire 
forest. Unity and ‘sharing our light’ for a common goal can help each other who has once fallen to stand back on 
their feet and overcome the new obstacle. 

Vincent Seet
Vincent Seet, a self-taught artist and a two-time stroke survivor, conversant with different styles of art ranging from 
acrylic on canvas to used coffee grounds painting. He left the education industry as an Economics lecturer and started 
his journey as an artist with nature/wildlife themes to create awareness of environmental protection, providing help 
and motivating the less fortunate in society.

Acrylic on Canvas
46 x 61 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$800

Code: A13
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Masked Up Heroes 
Fei Yue Community Services    

Masked Up Heroes is a collection of 100 mixed media 
paintings done by numerous individuals during 
Circuit Breaker as a symbol of unity during this trying 
time. This was first initiated as a means to boost 
psychological wellbeing and to encouraged social 
connection digitally, as well as to remind everyone 
to mask up. We hope that through this art project, 
we would be able to inspire everyone to stay united 
in masking up to help curb the spread of Covid 19.

Chris Hong, Fion Foo, Gail Lee, Linda Low, 
Valencia Kuo, Evelyn Teo, BB Sim, Kellysse 
Lawadinata, Kartika Hendra, Carisse Sanjaya, 
Cynthia Wong, Dee, Cynthia Chua, Faith Khoo.
A group of individuals as young 8 years old to seniors 
with diverse backgrounds – artists, non-artists, 
housewives, retirees, students, young adults - who 
teamed up to paint “Masked Up Heroes” as a symbol 
of unity during this time of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Mixed Media
Each piece 15 x 15 cm (100 pieces)
150 x 185 cm

 Starting Bid Price: S$800

Code: A14

Fei Yue Community Services is a non-profit voluntary welfare 
organisation with the mission to effect life transformation 
through the provision of quality social services. We are committed 
to serving and reaching out to the needy in Singapore through 
diverse services and programmes catered to the needs of different 
client populations. We believe in promoting social development 
among all ages, advocating strong family ties in the society and 
inculcating the spirit of volunteerism in the community.

www.fycs.org
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